OFS to Present Series of Sessions at Fiber Connect Conference

**Norcross, GA, May 30, 2018 -** OFS, a leading manufacturer of innovative fiber optic products and solutions will showcase continued technical and industry leadership in two highly rated educational sessions at the annual Fiber Connect Conference to be held at the Gaylord Opryland, Nashville, Tennessee from June 4th- 6th, 2018.

OFS Applications Engineering Manager Mark Boxer and Professional Services Manager Jeff Bush will present “FTTH Basics and Network Design” on Sunday, June 3, 2018 from 1:30PM – 2:30PM.

The goal of this session is to examine the drivers behind the insatiable demand for bandwidth and the role of fiber in today’s network. Join your colleagues and learn about the different components of a typical fiber to the home network, installation techniques and trade-offs for different network architectures.

John George, Director of Solutions and Professional Services for OFS and Fiber Broadband Association Board Member, will moderate the “Fiber to the MDU Case Studies Panel” on Monday, June 4th from 8:45AM – 10:00AM.

Fiber to the MDU Case Studies Panel:
Join a panel of experienced North American service providers who deployed fiber to living units in MDUs as their primary strategy for providing services to multi-family buildings. Each service provider will present an overview of their MDU deployment, challenges encountered, including all aspects of engineering, business, and operations, and how these challenges were met.

MDU Panelists:
- Dan O’Connel, Executive Vice President Sales, Hotwire Communications
- John George (moderator), Director, Solutions and Professional Services, OFS
- Marc Hudson, Co-Founder and CEO, Rocket Fiber
- Mike Wolf, Director Fiber Access Planning, Cincinnati Bell
For further detail on all of the presentations and sessions by OFS please visit the Fiber Connect website. For more information on these and other OFS products, stop by the OFS booth #801 or visit www.ofsoptics.com.

About OFS

OFS is a world-leading designer, manufacturer and provider of optical fiber, fiber optic cable, connectivity, fiber-to-the-subscriber (FTTx) and specialty fiber optic products. We put our development and manufacturing resources to work creating solutions for applications in such areas as telecommunications, medicine, industrial automation, sensing, aerospace, defense and energy. We provide reliable, cost-effective fiber optic solutions that help our customers meet the needs of consumers and businesses today and into the future.

Headquartered in Norcross (near Atlanta) Georgia, U.S.A., OFS is a global provider with facilities in China, Denmark, Germany, Morocco, Russia and the United States. OFS is part of Furukawa Electric Company, a multi-billion dollar leader in optical communications.

Please visit www.ofsoptics.com.
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